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SINGAPORE: A decade-old commodity
boom came crashing to an end in 2015, hurt-
ing energy and mining companies as China’s
industrial rise and appetite for raw materials
slowed. The outlook for 2016 is not much
better.

The Thomson Reuters Core Commodity
Index fell by a quarter over the year, to hit its
lowest level since 2002 in December, as com-
modities ranging from iron ore to oil took a
battering. And there are few bright spots in
sight.

“The chances of an optimistic 2016 are
bleak,” Mark To, head of research at Hong
Kong’s Wing Fung Financial Group, said.
“Slowing economic growth and structural

reforms in China might contribute to
decreased demand for commodities.”

Further interest rate hikes by the US
Federal Reserve will add to the pain, by
strengthening the dollar and making many
commodities more expensive for internation-
al buyers, To said.

Among industrial commodities, iron ore
prices have tumbled 40 percent this year due
to global oversupply and shrinking Chinese
steel demand, for a third year of losses, and
the rout is seen stretching into next year.

In coal, thermal prices fell almost a third in
2015, hurt by waning Chinese demand and
the rise of renewable energy, with Goldman
Sachs and the International Energy Agency

saying China’s coal demand has peaked.
Both iron ore and coal have shed around 80
percent in value since their respective histori-
cal peaks in 2011 and 2008.

The downturn has hammered mining
majors like BHP Billiton , Rio Tinto and Anglo
American, as well as merchants like Asia’s
Noble Group and Europe’s Glencore, forcing
them to slash jobs and sell assets.

Benchmark oil and natural gas prices
have also slumped, down a third this year
and two thirds since the rout began in 2014,
as ballooning supply met slowing demand.

“Headwinds (are) growing for 2016 oil,”
Morgan Stanley said this week, citing increas-
es in global supply and a slowdown in

demand, reflecting a market consensus that
meaningfully higher prices are not expected
before late 2016.

FIGHT FOR SURVIVAL
The outlook is expected to trigger a fight

for survival across the supply chain, including
shippers and private oil drillers, while oil-
dependent countries from Venezuela and
Russia to the Middle East face smaller rev-
enues.

Prices of industrial metals also plummet-
ed this year. Copper and zinc shed a quarter
of their value, and nickel collapsed more than
40 percent, hammered by slowing growth in
top consumer China. — Reuters

Ending of China’s super-boom spells pain with no end seen yet

SHANGHAI/HONG KONG: Chinese authori-
ties are starting to police the nation’s foreign
exchange market in a way currency traders
have rarely seen before, levying penalty pay-
ments for aggressive trading and prompting
some banks to turn down business.

Reuters reported on Wednesday that
China’s central bank had suspended at least
three foreign banks from conducting some
of their foreign exchange business until the
end of March.

China’s past willingness to tolerate some
capital flight has paved the way for locals to
take billions from the country for funnelling
into assets such as French vineyards and lux-
ury properties in the world’s leading cities.
But with the country’s growth at its weakest
in 25 years and the currency heading for a
record fall this year, China is aiming to stem
the capital outflows, which can be exacerbat-
ed by the widening gap between onshore
and offshore exchange rates for the yuan, or
renminbi. “China is essentially trying to close
that gap and it’s much more difficult to do
that if you have these outsiders coming in
and taking advantage of the arbitrage,” said
Jimmy Weng, Hong Kong-based fund man-
ager at Genesis Capital Investment.

China-based forex market sources said

Beijing had turned up the pressure over the
past few months following guidelines
released in September to strengthen regula-
tion of the market and make forex trades
more expensive.

One foreign bank received a warning
from the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange (SAFE) regulator and was forced to
increase money set aside for trades as a
penalty in November due to its “aggressive”
business model for forex operations, said a

senior China-based banker in the FX team at
a foreign bank. The person’s own bank had
shut down buy-side forex trades.

“It’s possible that the foreign banks did
everything right, that they put aside the 20
percent reserve, that they met the ‘know-
your-client’ (KYC) requirements, but are still
trading aggressively, which is clearly against
what China wants,” the person told Reuters.

“We used to make so much money from
arbitrage - easy money you know? Now,
none.”

WE’VE BEEN ROBBED
The latest move comes just three months

after the People’s Bank of China (PBOC)
ordered banks to scrutinise clients’ foreign
exchange transactions to prevent illicit cross-

border currency arbitrage between the off-
shore and onshore yuan. On Wednesday, the
country’s foreign exchange regulator also
said it would improve its reserve position and
contingency plans to curb risks from abnor-
mal cross-border capital flows.

“The main purpose is to crack down on
excessive currency speculation and arbitrage,
which may hurt the economy,” said a senior
economist at a think-tank linked to China’s
Cabinet. “They are worried about falling FX
reserves. The yuan faces obvious deprecia-
tion pressure as the Fed (US Federal Reserve)
may continue to raise interest rates, so poli-
cymakers are concerned and intend to take
effective measures to respond.”

A source at one of the affected banks said
China’s central bank asked them to disclose
the names of their foreign exchange clients
buying spot and instructed any state-owned
enterprises among them to stop trading.

“The PBOC is robbing us. They’re not
being reasonable; even if we comply with
everything, we provide all the documents,
our spot volume is too large,” the person
said. The PBOC and SAFE did not immediate-
ly return requests for comment. The banks
targeted were likely picked because of the
large scale of their cross-border forex busi-
nesses, sources said.

MIND THE GAP
A surprise devaluation of the yuan by

nearly 2 percent on Aug. 11 fuelled a wave of
capital outflows on fears the economy might
be slowing more sharply than thought. The
spread between the onshore and offshore
yuan has been growing since the devalua-
tion, making it increasingly difficult for the
central bank to manage its currency and
stem outflows.

China’s central bank and commercial
banks sold a net 2.19 trillion yuan ($337 bil-
lion) of foreign exchange between Jan-Nov,
compared with a net purchase of 897 billion
yuan in the same period in 2014. Net sales
indicate capital outflows. Another govern-
ment policy adviser said the direction of
China’s capital account liberalization reforms
was unlikely to change, however, since they
were key to greater global acceptance of its
currency. “Capital flows depends on China’s
economic fundamentals; we shouldn’t worry
too much about short-term capital outflows
if we are confident about our economic fun-
damentals. The direction of capital account
reforms will not change,” he said. —Reuters

SHANGHAI: An investor monitors screens showing stock market move-
ments at a brokerage house in Shanghai. Chinese stocks are set to end
2015 slightly higher despite a wild ride that saw trillions wiped off mar-
ket capitalizations in a summer rout that shook global markets and
prompted an unprecedented government rescue package. — AFP 

China cracks whip on foreign 
banks with forex shut-out

Beijing targets ‘aggressive’ trading to stem capital flows

Rollercoaster ride leaves 
Shanghai investors flat

SHANGHAI: Chinese stocks ended 2015 slightly higher despite a
wild ride that saw trillions wiped off market capitalizations in a
summer rout that shook global markets and prompted an
unprecedented government rescue package.

From January 1 to mid-June the Shanghai market-which had
already surged by more than 50 percent in 2014 — leaped by 60
percent again. Then it slumped nearly a third in three weeks,
before slowly recovering. After all the gyrations of the most
volatile year in the quarter-century history of the modern
Chinese stock market, the Shanghai Composite Index closed at
3,539.18 yesterday, up 9.4 percent for the year.

“It was the year of the ‘monkey market’ for Chinese stocks-
jumping up and down like a monkey,” said Professor Oliver Rui of
the China Europe International Business School.  But a small prof-
it will have seemed like a bonus to investors during the depths of
the summer turmoil, which prompted an extraordinary govern-
ment bail-out. Beijing spent as much as $230 billion buying
shares to support the market, according to an estimate by invest-
ment bank Goldman Sachs. Early in 2015, the government had
urged exchanges yet higher with the People’s Daily newspaper,
the mouthpiece of the ruling Communist Party, saying: “The
4,000-point level is merely the beginning of the bull market.”

Looser controls over margin trading-investors using bor-
rowed funds to trade stocks with only a small portion of money
put down as deposit-also fuelled the bubble, and its subsequent
burst after regulators cracked down on the practice.

“Everyone took the rollercoaster ride, but in the end the mar-
ket is still where it began,” said Phillip Securities analyst Chen
Xingyu.  The Shenzhen Composite Index, which tracks stocks on
China’s second exchange, performed far better for the year as
investors chased smaller company shares in the face of
Shanghai’s weak performance. It surged 63.2 percent for the
year, making it one of the world’s top performing markets. 

Year of volatility 
For some analysts, the government bail-out raised deeper

questions over its commitment to economic reform, as the
moves were widely viewed as anti-market. Regulators barred
major shareholders from selling, allowed hundreds of companies
to freeze trading in their stock and funded a “national team” to
buy for the government. “They stabilised the market, but they’ve
done that at a tremendous cost,” said Fraser Howie, an inde-
pendent analyst and co-author of “Red Capitalism: The Fragile
Financial Foundation of China’s Extraordinary Rise”. 

China needs to push stock market reforms, including allowing
the China Securities Regulatory Commission to operate more
independently, he said. “You’ve got to have a regulator that’s free
to make decisions and have independence, rather than being a
cheerleader for the market on the way up and a nurse on the way
down,” he said. State media reported on Sunday that one long-
awaited reform, a revamp to the system for initial public offerings,
was moving ahead after lawmakers authorized the central gov-
ernment to make changes. Regulators now hand-pick the compa-
nies to list and set their flotation prices, instead of the market.  The
government should also seek to grow the number of institutional
traders, experts say, as most investors are individuals bent on
short-term gains. The volatility this year was the most severe in
the history of the market as it was driven mostly by liquidity and
people’s emotions, and had very little to do with economic funda-
mentals,” Citic Securities analyst Zhang Qun said. — AFP


